Ceramics I and Ceramics II Curricula

Ceramics I and Ceramics II
Most students that enroll in Ceramics I and II are
interested in investigating the potter’s wheel as
their means personal expression. Students are
provided in class demonstrations on centering,
drawing up clay, forming objects on the wheel
repeatedly in order to gain confidence and
conformability with the skills. Close individual
attention is given to each student to see how he
or she approaches throwing on the wheel.
Developing a personal, comfortable hand
gesture position is discovered to allow each
student to gain awareness on how they
approach throwing on the wheel. Students are
expected to produce technically strong forms
from which they can develop ideas. Students
deal with the objects they make rather then
what they want to make in Ceramics I. Specific
wheel thrown forms are demonstrated when a student’s idea becomes clear and demands
more advanced skills.

The students have two points of departure for investigation in Ceramics I and II. They are
instructed to decide between creating a piece that is functional for food presentation and
creating a container of an idea. Students who decide to make functional work must consider
the following:
• the appropriate form for the specific food
presentation they intend to use and
• the appropriate colors that celebrate the
food and that the food celebrates the container.
• the type of meal the work will function for
such as breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
• the time of year in which the object would
be used such summer, fall, winter, or spring.
• how will glaze patterns affect the piece and
the food it supports?
• how will the foot, body, and rim relationship
enhance the function of the form?
• what surfaces and firing technique is most
appropriate for the functional form?
• Finally, they are to consider the pot’s formal
presentation with the food on it.

A container of an idea is a form that uses pottery
architecture to express personal ideas beyond just a
pot for food presentation. Students who intend to
make a container of idea are encouraged to invent clear concepts for their form and finish
relationships. Students are exposed to pottery forms that can support ideas, much like a visual
artist would if he were a sculptor or a painter. The importance and clarity of students’ concepts

are paramount and a considerable amount of time is taken to develop these ideas. Students
are encouraged borrow from historically known pottery forms from which to abstract in a
personal way, using the architecture of pottery forms to suggest content. For example a pitcher
could be made to explore ideas about service or abundance. Pottery architecture can tell a
visual story on the work by incorporating text, painted imagery or symbols. They can consider
doodling on their work, incorporating various patterns to enhance the formal elements of their
vessel or investigating geometry in the forms. Their idea may even come from or be inspired by
academic courses.

Independent Study Ceramics
Most independent study students have taken both
Ceramics II and I. Independently they must develop a
yearlong investigation in clay. Written statements must be
clear and thoughtful in terms of what they intend to
make during the year. Emphasis is on individual attention
and demonstrations that inform their investigation. They
are encouraged to work on a cohesive, related body of
work. This helps the students discover what aspects of
their work are strong and which are weak visually. It also
helps them see the value in setting parameters to work
within.

